MBE90K
- MDS-SP, FR-SF Installation and Adjustment

Purpose:
To properly install and adjust MBE90K-01A, MBE90K-02A, MBE90K-03A, MBE90K-04A, and MBE90K-05A sensors
for C-axis, speed feedback and orientation.

Overview:
The MBE90K consists of two gears, two sensors and a pre-amplifier. One gear & sensor is used for C-axis positioning
and the other gear & sensor is used for speed feedback. See Figure 1 in Appendix. There are five different sets. The sets are
MBE90K-01, MBE90K-02, MBE90K-03, MBE90K-04, and MBE90K-05. However, these sets were replaced by MBE90K-01A,
MBE90K-02A, MBE90K-03A, MBE90K-04A, and MBE90K-05A respectively. In the new sets, the sensors are kept the same
but the gears and pre-amplifiers are changed. Please see Table 1 ("Configuration and Name") in Appendix for further
documentation.
Note: 1. You cannot use new type gear with old type pre-amplifier.
2. You can use old or new type gear with new type pre-amplifier.
3. The sensors are the same type to use for old and new type MBE90K. But, the adjustment for the X and
Y-phases is different.
It is important that you make sure that you are replacing the correct sensor with its respective gear. The sensor for
speed feedback and orientation will be BKO-NC6572-H11(256ct) or BKO-NC6572-H12(1024ct). The sensor for the C-axis will
be the 90K sensor labeled BKO-NC6572-H21. There are two gears for each set. Make sure the sensor is being installed on
the correct gear. Each gear is labeled with an "H" number. You can use Table 1 in Appendix to identify each of the gears as
the speed or position gear. You can also use size of the gear as reference. See Figure 3 in Appendix. Note: The position
gear may or may not be bigger than the speed gear depending on the MBE90K set.
The gap for sensor BKO-NC6572-H11 is 150μm (0.006 in).
The gap for sensor BKO-NC6572-H12 is 80μm (0.0031in). 0.004 gap can be used.
The gap for sensor BKO-NC6572-H21 is 80μm (0.0031in). 0.004 gap can be used.
Make sure that the correct pre-amplifier is being used. Each pre-amplifier has a BKO-NC6572 number with its respective "H"
number. See Table 1 for reference.
It is also important that you note whether the old or new type gears are being used. The adjustment of the X and Yphases is different for the old type gears than it is on the new type gears. You can identify whether the gears are old or new
type by noting their "H" number and referencing Table 1 in Appendix. You can also identify them visually. The old type gears
have the index plate (for pulse) and gear teeth separately while the new type gears have the index plate (for pulse) integrated
with the gear teeth. Please see Figure 2 in Appendix. A third way that they can be identified is by looking at the X and Yphases. On the old gears, the X and Y-phases will consist of one pulse per revolution. On the new gears, the X and Y-phases
will consist of many pulses per revolution.
The procedure will indicate which variable resistors to adjust by their numbers. The numbers are only applicable when
using the new type pre-amplifier. See Figure 5 in Appendix for variable resistor designations on the old type pre-amplifier.
Once adjustments on variable resistors is finished and all spindle functions have been confirmed, apply silicone sealant to
lock the variable resistors in place.

Tools Needed:
- Oscilloscope (with two channels)
- Small standard screwdriver
- Feeler gauge
- Silicone Sealant (recommend LOCTITE® Superflex® Non-Corrosive RTV)
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Instructions:
I. . Adjustment of E and F phases. (Spindle speed feedback)
A. Hook up oscilloscope to MBE90K pre-amplifier. See Picture 1 below for locations of test pins
and variable resistors on new MBE90K amplifier. For the old MBE90K amplifier see Appendix.
1. Connect probe from CH1 of oscilloscope to test pin for E-phase and ground cable to GND
test pin.
2. Connect probe from CH2 of oscilloscope to test pin for F-phase and ground cable to GND
test pin.
Picture 1

3. Turn on oscilloscope to display both channels.
4. Set CH1 and CH2 to 1 volt/division.
B. Put spindle drive into open loop mode.
1. For FR-SF spindle drive
a. Remove spindle drive cover.
b. Locate 4 push buttons below the six 7-segment LED's.
c. Push the [MODE] button several times until the display shows E1 on the two left 7segment LED's.
d. Push the [DOWN] button one time (Display will show 000000).
e. Push the [SET] button once (The last set of zeros will blink).
f. Push the [UP] button once (The last value will change to a one).
g. Push the [SET] button and the last set of numbers will stop blinking (The display
should now show 000001). Do not turn spindle drive off and do not hit the reset
button on the drive. Doing this will reset the parameter.

2. For MDS spindle drive
a. Add 8000 to spindle parameter SP38. (The process to do this will be different
depending what type of machine)

b. Cycle power on the machine
C. Slowly bring the spindle up to 300 RPM in a forward direction. This can be done in either MDI
or Manual mode. You should see two 3V pk-pk sine waves. The two waves are phase shifted
from each other by 90 degrees.
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Note: It is important to only run the spindle at no more than 300 RPM. Do not go higher.
D. Set the time/div on the oscilloscope so that the waveform resembles Waveform 1 below.
E. Adjust the sine waves.
Note: The VR designations are only applicable on the new type pre-amplifier. If you are using the
old type pre-amplifier see Figure 5 in Appendix for proper VR designations.
1. Turn VR7(E-phase Vpk-pk) so that the E phase sine wave is 3V pk-pk.
2. Turn VR8(F-phase Vpk-pk) so that the F phase sine wave is 3Vpk-pk.
3. Turn VR1(E-phase VDC) so that the E phase sine wave is 1.5V positive and 1.5V
negative of the zero line.
4. Turn VR2(F-phase VDC) so that the F phase sine wave is 1.5V positive and 1.5V
negative of the zero line
E and F phases should look like those of Waveform 1 below.

WAVEFORM 1: E & F PHASES

Note: If 3 V pk-pk sine wave is unattainable, but can see sine wave, the gap between the sensor and the speed gear may need to
be adjusted. If the amplitude is below 3 V pk-pk, then the sensor will need to be moved closerto the gear. If the amplitude is
higher than 3 V pk-pk, then the sensor will need to be moved away from the gear. If the 3 V pk-pk sine wave is not achieved
then either the sensor or the pre-amplifier need to be replaced.

II. Adjustment of X-phase for new gear set only (to identify new gear see Table 1 and Figure 2 on
Appendix).
Note: The X-phase is used for orientation. It is important that the X-phase is set up properly. If it is not, when cutting threads
they will not repeat.

A. Hook up oscilloscope to MBE90K pre-amplifier.
1. Connect probe from CH1 of oscilloscope to test pin for X-phase and ground cable to GND
test pin.
2. Connect probe from CH2 of oscilloscope to test pin for F-phase and ground cable to GND
test pin
3. Set Oscilloscope to trigger off of CH1( X-phase)
4. Set CH1 to 1volt/division
5. Set CH2 to 1volt/division
6. Set the time/div so that waveform resembles Waveform 2 while spindle is running.
B. Put spindle drive into Open Loop. See instructions in Step I
C. Command spindle to rotate 300rpms in a forward direction.
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D. Adjust X-phase
1. Turn VR3(X-phase signal width) to adjust the width of the pulse (the pulse should resemble
Waveform 2).
2. The pulse width of X-pulse needs to be 65 to 70 % of the period of the F phase.
3. The rising edge of the X-pulse needs to rise before the start of the F-phase sine wave. The
distance between the rising edge of X-pulse and the start of the F-phase needs to be 5 to
10 % of the period of F-phase.
4. If the above two conditions cannot be met by turning VR3, make sure the mating lines on
the sensor are matching (see Figure 4 on Appendix). If the mating lines are matching, then
the sensor may have to be rotated a bit. Note: If you rotate the sensor, go through Step I.
Adjustment of E and F phases again.
5. See Waveform 2 below for example.
WAVEFORM 2: X-PHASE USING NEW GEAR

III. Adjustment of X-phase for old gear set only (to identify old gear see Table 1 and Figure 2 on
Appendix).
Note: The X pulse is used for orientation. It is important that the pulse is set up properly. If it is not, when cutting threads they
will not repeat. The waveform shows how the X pulse should look in reference to the F phase.

A. Hook up oscilloscope MBE90K pre-amplifier.
1. Connect probe from CH1 of oscilloscope to test pin for X-phase and ground cable to GND
test pin.
2. Connect probe from CH2 of oscilloscope to test pin for F-phase and ground cable to GND
test pin.
3. Set Oscilloscope to trigger off of CH1( X-phase )
4. Set CH1 to 5 volts/division.
5. Set CH2 to 1 volt/division.
6. Set time/div so that waveform resembles Waveform 3 while spindle is running.
B. Put spindle drive into Open Loop. See instructions in Step I
C. Command spindle to rotate 300 RPM in a forward direction.
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D. Adjust X-phase
1. Turn VR3(X-phase signal width) to adjust the width of the pulse (the pulse should
resemble Waveform 3)
2. The pulse is a negative pulse and there should only be one pulse per revolution of the
spindle motor.
3. The width of the X-pulse needs to be 60 to 100% of the period of the F-phase.
4. The falling and rising edges need to occur within the negative amplitudes of the F-phase
sinusoid.
5. If the above two conditions cannot be met by turning VR3, make sure the mating lines on
the sensor are matching (see Figure 4 on Appendix). If the mating lines are matching, then
the sensor may have to be rotated a bit. Note: If you rotate the sensor, go through Step I.
Adjustment of E and F phases again.
6. See Waveform 3 below for example.
WAVEFORM 3: X-PHASE USING OLD GEAR

IV. Adjustment of C and D phases. (Spindle position feedback)
A. Hook up oscilloscope to MBE90K pre-amplifier.
1. Connect probe from CH1 of oscilloscope to test pin for C-phase and ground wire to GND
test pin.
2. Connect probe from CH2 of oscilloscope to test pin for D-phase and ground wire to GND
test pin.
3. Set up oscilloscope to display both channels.
4. Set CH1 and CH2 to 2 volts per division.
B. Command spindle to rotate 300 RPM (Spindle needs to be in closed loop) (Normal running
mode).
C. Set time/div on the oscilloscope so that the waveform resembles Waveform 4 below.
D. Adjust C and D phases for MBE90K sets 01,02,04,05,01A,02A,04A, and 05A (Should
resemble Waveform 4)
Note: If you have MBE90K set 03 or 03A, then skip to step E. Sets 03 and 03A have preamplifiers ending in H03 and H63 respectively. See Table 1 in Appendix for further
documentation on the different sets.
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Note: The VR designations are only applicable on the new type pre-amplifier. If you are using the
old type pre-amplifier see Figure 5 in Appendix for proper VR designations.
1. Turn VR4(C-phase Vpk-pk) so that the C-phase sine wave has a 9.6 ~ 11.2V pk-pk amplitude.
2. Turn VR5(D-phase Vpk-pk) so that the D-phase sine wave has a 9.6 ~ 11.2V pk-pk amplitude.
3. Turn VR17(C-phase VDC) so that the C-phase sine wave is 4.8 ~ 5.6V positive and 4.8 ~
5.6V negative of the zero line (DC offset of the sine wave needs to be 0V).
4. Turn VR18(D-phase VDC) so that the D-phase sine wave is 4.8 ~ 5.6V positive and 4.8 ~
5.6V negative of the zero line (DC offset of the sine wave needs to be 0V).
5. Waveform should look like Waveform 4 below.
WAVEFORM 4: C & D PHASES FOR MBE90K-01/01A, 02/02A, 04/04A, 05/05A

E. Adjust C and D phases for MBE90K sets 03 and 03A (pre-amplifiers ending in "H03" and
"H63."
1. Turn VR4(C-phase Vpk-pk) so that the C-phase sine wave has a 5.7 ~ 7.2V pk-pk amplitude.
2. Connect probe from CH2 of oscilloscope to test pin for D-phase and ground wire to GND
test pin.
3. Turn VR5(D-phase Vpk-pk) so that the D-phase sine wave has a 5.7 ~ 7.2V pk-pk amplitude.
4. Turn VR17(C-phase VDC) so that the C-phase sine wave is 2.85 ~ 3.6V positive and 2.85 ~
3.6V negative of the zero line (DC offset of the sine wave needs to be 0V).
5. Turn VR18(D-phase VDC) so that the D-phase sine wave is 2.85 ~ 3.6V positive and 2.85 ~
3.6V negative of the zero line (DC offset of the sine wave needs to be 0V).
6. Waveform should look like Waveform 5 on next page.
WAVEFORM 5: C AND D PHASES FOR MBE90K-03/03A

Note: If the proper peak to peak sine wave voltage is unattainable, but can see sine wave, the gap between the sensor and the
spindle gear may need to be adjusted. EX. If the amplitude is below 9.6 volts then the sensor will need to be moved closer. If the
amplitude is higher then 9.6volts, then the sensor will need to be moved away from the gear. If 9.6v p-p sine wave is not
achieved then either the sensor or the preampMitsubishi
need to beElectric
replaced.Automation, Inc.
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V. Adjustment of Y-phase for new gear set only (to identify new gear see Table 1 and Figure 2 on
Appendix)
Note: The Y-phase is used for C-axis positioning. It is important that the Y-phase is set up properly. If it is not, when using Caxis the spindle may not repeat to proper position. Once you adjust the Y-phase to specification, run C-axis and check for
repeatability.

A. Hook up oscilloscope to MBE90K pre-amplifier. See Picture 1 from Step I for locations of test
pins and variable resistors.

1. Connect probe from CH1 of oscilloscope to test pin for Y-phase and ground cable to GND
test pin.
2. Connect probe from CH2 of oscilloscope to test pin for C-phase and ground cable to GND
test pin.
3. Set oscilloscope to trigger off of CH1 (Y-phase).
4. Set CH1 to 5 volts/division.
5. Set CH2 to 2 volts/division.
B. Command the spindle to rotate at 300 RPM.
C. Set the time/div on the oscilloscope so that the waveform resembles Waveform 6 while spindle
is running.
D. Adjust the Y-phase
1. Turn VR6(Y-phase signal width) to adjust the width of the "L" level of the pulse (the pulse
should resemble Waveform 6).

2. The width of the "L" (low) level must be 70 to 80% of the period of C-phase.
3. The "H" (high) levels of the Y-phase need to be within the negative amplitudes of the Cphase.
4. If the above two conditions cannot be met by turning VR3, make sure the mating lines on
the sensor are matching (see Figure 4 on Appendix). If the mating lines are matching, then
the sensor may have to be rotated a bit. Note: If you rotate the sensor, go through Step IV.
Adjustment of C and D phases again.
5. See waveform 6 on next page for example.
WAVEFORM 6: Y-PHASE USING NEW GEAR

VI. Adjustment of Y-phase for old gear set only (to identify old gear see Table 1 and Figure 2 on
Appendix)
Note: The Y pulse is used for C-axis positioning. It is important that the pulse is set up properly. If it is not, when using C-axis
the spindle may not repeat to proper position. Set up the pulse like the figures, run C-axis and check for repeatability.
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A. Hook up oscilloscope to MBE90K pre-amplifier. See Picture 1 from Step I for locations of test
pins and variable resistors.

1. Connect probe from CH1 of oscilloscope to test pin for Y-phase and ground cable to GND
test pin.
2. Connect probe from CH2 of oscilloscope to test pin for C-phase and ground cable to GND
test pin.
3. Set oscilloscope to trigger off of CH1 (Y-phase).
4. Set CH1 to 5 volts/division.
5. Set CH2 to 2 volts/division.
B. Command the spindle to rotate at 100 RPM.
C. Set the time/div on the oscilloscope so that the waveform resembles Waveform 7 while spindle
is running.
D. Adjust Y-phase
1. Turn VR6(Y-phase signal width) to adjust the width of the pulse (the pulse should resemble
Waveform 7)
2. The pulse is a positive pulse and there should only be one pulse per revolution of the
spindle motor.
3. The width of the pulse needs to be 70 to 80% of the period of the C-phase.
4. The rising and falling edges need to occur within the negative amplitudes of the C-phase
sinusoid.
5. If the above two conditions cannot be met by turning VR3, make sure the mating lines on
the sensor are matching (see Figure 4 on Appendix). If the mating lines are matching, then
the sensor may have to be rotated a bit. Note: If you rotate the sensor, go through Step IV
Adjustment of C and D-phases again.
6. See waveform 7 below for example.
WAVEFORM 7: Y-PHASE USING OLD GEAR

VII. Test run(Drive should be in closed loop now)
A. Test spindle in S-mode. Make sure C-axis and orientation repeat. Make sure that spindle
threads correctly.
B. After spindle operation is confirmed, apply a dab of non-corrosive silicone sealant on top of
each pot.
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Appendix:
FIGURE 1

TABLE 1
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FIGURE 2
Identifying gear and gear type (old or new)
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FIGURE 3

Figure 4
-If replacement or adjustment of sensor need to be done. There is a scribe mark that needs to be matched up. If this mark is not
lined up you will not be able to see waveforms or pulses.
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Figure 5 Old Type Pre-amplifier Diagram
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VR1
VR2
VR3
VR4
VR5
P1
P2
P5
P6

C-phase VDC
D-phase VDC
Y-phase
C-phase Vpk-pk
D-phase VPk-pk
C-phase test point
D-phase test point
GND
Y-phase test point

VR1
VR2
VR3
VR4
VR5
P1
P2
P3
P4

E-phase VDC
F-phase VDC
X-phase
E-phase Vpk-pk
F-phase VPk-pk
E-phase test point
F-phase test point
X-phase test point
GND
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